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PAINT CORRECTION

EXCELLENT REJUVENATION OF CAR BODY
During the usage of the vehicle, its paint is exposed to adverse
environmental effects. Rainfalls, acid rains, dust, sand or small stones leave
numerous marks on the surface of the paint. In addition, improper care, low
quality cleaners can cause permanent tarnishing and scratching on the
surface of the car paint.
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clear coat 45-70 μm
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PAINT CORRECTION

EXCELLENT REJUVENATION OF CAR BODY
For perfect restorationof the factory look for car paint, a full correction
should be made using polishing compounds. This is the only method that
prevents painting the car body. Of course, very deep scratches, which reach
the undercoat layer, can not be removed by this method, but they constitute
only a small percent in the total number of scratches on the body. What's
more, surface scratches cause a general mattifying effect on the body. In
order to achieve the full rejuvenation effect of the paint, the ITP-System
laboratory prepared a full range of STARDUST ELITE polishing pastes in the full
range of gradations.
The STARDUST ELITE line products have been developed using
environmentally safe technologies. Thanks to this, we eliminated silicones
and petroleum-based solvents from the ingrediends list. As a result, the
products do not leave oily, hard to clean surfaces. All traces of polishing
paste can be easily removed using a pressure cleaner.

STARDUST ELITE 3-in-1
Polishing paste that make possible a
complete correction of the paint with
only one product. In order to achieve the
full effect, pads with different hardness
(from the hardest to the softest) should
be used. Thanks to this, it is possible to
obtain the optimal removing scratches,
swirls and holograms from the surface
of the paint.
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PAINT CORRECTION

EXCELLENT REJUVENATION OF CAR BODY
In order to remove any tarnish over car body, a correction should be made, in
the shown order: removal of deep scrathes, equalisation of surface and final
restoration of gloss. For this purpose, compounds with increasing gradation
should be used (value of F parameter) so that we can minimize the risk of
repeated matting of the surface of the paint.

Compound type

Application

STARDUST ELITE F280

Stronges paste with strong cuting of scratches

STARDUST ELITE F400

Compound for deep scratches cutting

STARDUST ELITE F600

Compound for moderate scratches cutting

STARDUST ELITE F800

Medium-abrasive polishing paste

STARDUST ELITE F1000

A delicate paste for swirls removing

STARDUST ELITE F1200

Finishing paste for gloss restoration
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PAINT CORRECTION

EXCELLENT REJUVENATION OF CAR BODY
The full effect of glassy, defect-free paint, significantly extracting coatings
and waxes. Due to their chemical nature, they give additional resistance to
scratches (ceramic coatings like OBSIDIAN 9H +), chemical, atmospheric
hazards or oxidation. Hydrophobic coatings significantly facilitate the
cleaning of the protected surface, thanks to which it is not necessary to use
strong chemicals, and it protects the paint against damage and corrosion.
The ITP-System offer includes a full range of ceramic and hydrophobic
coatings, waxes and quick detailers. Thanks to them you will be able to enjoy
a outstanding effect for a long period of time.
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